Faculty and Student Support, 2005-2006

Faculty Support

Travel support in July 2005 for Paul Glewwe to travel from Vietnam to China to meet with Chinese collaborators in Gansu ($2,200)

Travel support for Bill Easter to attend and present a paper in Sweden at the Stockholm Water Symposium in August 21-27, 2005 ($1600)

Supported Glenn Pederson’s visitor, Professor Fruehwirth, March 2006 ($280)

Supported Ben Senauer’s visitor, Professor Jozef Barnak, November, 2005-January 2006 ($2,000)

Provided funding for Jean Kinsey’s foreign visiting scholar, Momadou Aly, in May 14-28, 2006 ($2500)

Travel support for Glenn Pederson to visit the World Health Organization in May 2006 to arrange for a research visit next year ($500)

CIFAP supported Barb Wagner’s RA position in spring 2006 ($9500)

Student Support

Approved funds for Ph.D. student Alexander Amati to purchase of dataset to help with research ($500)

Approved travel grant to Ph.D. student Haochi Zheng to present paper at Population Association to America (PAA) annual meeting March 30-April 2, 2006 ($800)

Travel support for Ph.D. student Hai-Anh Hoang Dang to conduct research in Singapore and Vietnam in August 2005 ($1,200)

Provided support for Ph.D. student Shefali Mehta to present a paper at the Agricultural Economic Society Conference in Paris March 29-31, 2006 ($800)